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ABSTRACT
As the volume and scale of information need to be stored in a database increases,
the traditional database methodologies become inadequate. As the versatility of data
increases, data becomes difficult to represent using traditional database systems.
Many big data systems have emerged to store the big data. Hadoop is one such
system. Job scheduling is a vital consideration in all big data systems. There are
several job scheduling algorithms being used in big data systems. This paper surveys
and compares some of the scheduling algorithms used in big data systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The term big data represent any dataset which cannot be represented and interpreted
efficiently using traditional database systems currently available. Dataset coming from
banking, healthcare, weather, e commerce, Social media fields can be classified as big data
[1] . Three important characteristics of big data are volume, velocity and variety [1]. Due to
the exponential growth of data there are some challenges in processing these datasets [2].
Keeping the privacy and security of data, analysis of data, efficient storage and data
management are some of the key challenges of handling big data. Job scheduling in big data
applications is also an interesting field of research. This survey paper progresses in such a
way that in the coming sections it will briefly describes the architecture of an efficient big
data system and then provide a comparison study of some of the job scheduling algorithms
used in big data applications.

2. ARCHITECTURE OF AN EFFICIENT BIG DATA SYSTEM
Many efficient big data processing systems are in rise, out of which Hadoop [3] is one of the
efficient big data management system. The key part of Hadoop is the Map Reduce function
[1]. MapReduce has two user defined functions namely Map and Reduce [4]. Another
important component of Hadoop is Hadoop distributed file system [HDFS]. HDFS is capable
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of storing huge data files. HDFS has two nodes namely Name node and Data node .Metadata
is stored in Name node and data is stored in Data node.
As mentioned above map reduce function consist of two important modules. Map module
accepts input data and produce intermediate data in the form of key value pairs. Reduce
function will accept the input from Map function and produces the final result. The input to
Map function will be obtained from HDFS. A typical Map-Reduce function diagram is given
below.

Figure 1

Input from HDFS function is passed to the Map function. Map function process this input
and send the output to the Reduce function as shown in the diagram [5]
One of the key challenges in the Hadoop system is an efficient job scheduling policy
within the Map Reduce architecture. An efficient scheduling policy must perform the best
utilization of resources. Some of the factors affecting the scheduling policies are Locality,
Fairness and Synchronization [1] , Following section discusses some of the schedulers used in
big data applications . Classification of Hadoop scheduler is done based on scheduling
strategy, time and resource availability [1].

3. FIRST IN FIRST OUT (FIFO) SCHEDULER
As per FIFO scheduler the jobs submitted first will get priority over the job submitted later.
This kind of scheduler is mainly used when the order of execution of job is not important.
When a new job arises, oldest job from the queue will be replaced by this new job. Only after
finishing the current job, the resource will be allocated to other processes. It will result in
long wait time for some processes.

3.1. Capacity Scheduler
In capacity scheduler several queues with defined capacities will be created. Each queue will
have defined Map, Reduce slots [1]. Overall capacity of the cluster will be some of capacities
of these queues. Queues will be monitored and if one queue is not using its allocated capacity
the remaining capacity will be temporarily allocated to some other queues. The capacity
scheduler was first developed by Yahoo [6]. One of the notable characteristic of capacity
scheduler is the ability to control resource allocation based on physical machine resources [1].
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3.2. Fair Scheduler
The main idea of fair scheduler is to allocate resources fairly. The fair scheduler groups jobs
into pools and assign fair shares among these pools. There will be a guaranteed minimum
share for each pool . Minimum pool represents the least amount of resources that any process
will get [1]. Excess shares will be divided equally among pools.

3.3. Delay Scheduler
Waiting approach is used by delay scheduler to enhance locality [1]. The idea behind this
category of scheduling is to wait and see if the data is present in local node itself. For
example if a node request for a task and if the data for that task is not found on local node ,
then the scheduler will skip that task and look for subsequent jobs for the time being . But if
that task has to wait for a long , then the scheduler will launch a non local task and avoid
starvation.

4. DEADLINE CONSTRAIN SCHEDULER
Deadline constrain scheduler schedules job based on the deadline specified by user [7]. The
job with nearest deadline will be scheduled and executed first. This type of scheduler accepts
user constraints and deadlines as inputs and then checks to see if the job can be executed
within the available slot. A job is determined to be schedulable if the total minimum number
of operations for both Map and Reduce is less than or equal to available slots [1].

4.1. Matchmaking Scheduler
Matchmaking scheduler enhances the locality feature of Map task [1] . Scheduler will pick
the local task first than the non local task. A locality marker is used to mark to ensure that
each node get a substantial opportunity to grab local tasks. But one of the drawbacks of this
kind of scheduler is that it may result is high response time for Map task.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides a brief overview of a big data management system. It then briefly surveys
some challenges in performing an efficient job scheduling in big data system. Some
schedulers like FIFIO, Capacity scheduler, fair scheduler etc are being discussed. Depending
on the various characteristic requirements the best scheduling algorithm will be selected
while designing a big data application. For example if we need to resolve the fairness issue
fair scheduler and capacity scheduler are best suitable .If we are considering locality issue
delay scheduler is the best option . Thus this paper provide a survey of some of the best
suitable scheduling algorithms for big data applications.
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